1984 honda elite scooter

The Honda Elite is a series of scooters manufactured by Honda since In , Honda released its
first four-stroke modern scooter, the Elite Later, Honda introduced the four-stroke Elite 80
model code CH80 in Production was moved from Japan to Mexico in , and production ended in
The Elite 80 had a 23 model year run with only minor changes. Honda released its first mid-sized
four-stroke scooter onto the western market in the spring of The Elite CH continued Honda's
trend of shifting from two-stroke engines to the much more emissions friendly four-stroke
engine. The Elite was called the Honda Spacy in Europe. The Elite featured many new
technologies never before seen on a conventional scooter, such as a retractable headlamp,
liquid-cooled engine, a digital dashboard, and more. For , Honda brought back its mid-sized
scooter along with some modifications. The deluxe model CHD shared an almost identical body
and frame as the Elite , including a digital instrument cluster and flip-up headlamp, while the
standard model CH got a more conventional specification, including an analog dashboard, and
a fixed headlamp. Styling revisions for the Honda CH in included a transition from a boxy to a
curvier, more rounded look. Although its appearance differed from its predecessor, the revised
Elite received few mechanical modifications. Despite the design changes the CH received in , it
was the last year this model was produced. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article
does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This section needs expansion.
You can help by adding to it. September Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co.
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Honda V-matic CVT. This motorcycle, scooter or moped-related article is a stub. You can help
Wikipedia by expanding it. Honda introduced the 4-stroke Elite 80 model code CH80 in as the
eventual successor to their 2-stroke Aero The Elite 80 was quite a successful scooter and it
enjoyed a remarkable run from all the way to For the model year, Honda did shift the assembly
from Japan to Mexico and changed the rims from steel to aluminum rims. The headlight was
updated for to make it possible to change the bulb without buying an entirely new assembly. If
you do wind up in this situation, buy the newer design so in the future you can just replace the
bulb. The reason this engine is great is because it small yet powerful and it runs smoothly and
reliably all day at full throttle. When you twist open the throttle the Elite 80 pulls solidly and
predictably to its top speed of 45mph. You get the power of a 50cc 2-stroke engine in a quieter,
more reliable and more fuel efficient 4-stroke package. Until recently, the Japanese and Taiwan
folks have seemed to focus on only 2-stroke scooters and mostly 50cc ones at that. Compared
to the Aero 80 that it replaced, the Elite 80 offers a bit less storage space. Honda chose to use
this space for the battery instead. There are a few downsides to the Elite 80 which are good to
know about. See also 3. Secondly, the Elite 80 loves to snap exhausts where the header pipe
meets the muffler. Kickstarters are pretty standard on scooters of this size. Thankfully the
battery is easily accessible under the seat if you do wind up with a dead battery. Minor
complaints aside, the Elite 80 is a very well engineered scooter. This indicator is based purely
on milage though and is not an indicator of actual oil quality. The indicator flips from green to
red whenever the oil change interval milage has been driven. Compared to my old Yamaha
CV80, everything seems very well thought out. The body panels pop off nicely when working on
the scooter. The seat is large and quite comfortable. The Elite 80 has nice large passenger pegs,
the rear rack is chromed. Yamaha Scooters. Vespa Scooters. Suzuki Scooters. Aprilia SR Aprilia
SR Motard BMW C Evolution. BMW Scooters. Genuine Venture. Genuine Stella. Genuine
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Brochures Service Manuals. Reading Honda Elite 80 CH Share Tweet. Honda Elite 80 CH See all
results. More Stories. Perhaps Honda felt the Elite was better large scooter as it has full
highway cruising power. In , this scooter made its debut in the form of the Elite CH The Elite is
capable of 55mph and mpg. It also had some other high tech features like a digital dash above.
For , Honda bumped this scooter to cc and sold it in two versions. Presumably, the Deluxe
version was more popular. In , Honda arrived with a new Elite below right with more rounded
and modern styling. This final Elite shared the same engine as earlier years, but the frame, body
panels and many other components were all new. Engine displacement is implied in the
scooters names, with the Elite offering a cc engine and the Elite getting a cc mill. That extra
29cc means the larger models go mph faster and typically do pretty good on backroads. In the

case of a blown motor, the cc motor can easily be swapped in the and vice versa. The larger
Elite motor also bolts in quite easily. Aftermarket parts for this engine are pretty much
non-existent. These scooters enjoyed strong popularity in the states, but their appeal was more
limited international and in the Asian scene where aftermarket parts commonly originate. The
most popular mods including swapping to a larger mm flat slide carburator, opening up the
exhaust and intake openings and tossing in a modified GY6 variator. Unlike the Elite 80, this
door unfortunately does not lead to a cavernous storage area. Rather this door exists simply for
access to the front mounted radiator and fuses. In models without the headlight there is a small
bit of extra space, but this storage area is unfinished and thus not ideal for day to day use. At
best, this area is handy for keeping a few tools that you might need in an emergency. A rear
case is a popular option for people who want some decent storage. The mid-sized Elite used a
foot pedal for the rear brake which is rare in modern scooters. This pedal takes a bit used to,
but eventually it becomes fairly intuitive to use. However, braking in a panic does remain a bit
unsettling. You can open and close these vents as needed. A halogen headlight was also
standard. The analog gauges found on the regular Elite might be the more stylish setup
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Honda since In , Honda released its first four-stroke modern scooter, the Elite Later, Honda
introduced the four-stroke Elite 80 model code CH80 in Production was moved from Japan to
Mexico in , and production ended in The Elite 80 had a 23 model year run with only minor
changes. Honda released its first mid-sized four-stroke scooter onto the western market in the
spring of The Elite CH continued Honda's trend of shifting from two-stroke engines to the much
more emissions friendly four-stroke engine. The Elite was called the Honda Spacy in Europe.
The Elite featured many new technologies never before seen on a conventional scooter, such as
a retractable headlamp, liquid-cooled engine, a digital dashboard, and more. For , Honda
brought back its mid-sized scooter along with some modifications. The deluxe model CHD
shared an almost identical body and frame as the Elite , including a digital instrument cluster
and flip-up headlamp, while the standard model CH got a more conventional specification,
including an analog dashboard, and a fixed headlamp. Styling revisions for the Honda CH in
included a transition from a boxy to a curvier, more rounded look. Although its appearance
differed from its predecessor, the revised Elite received few mechanical modifications. Despite
the design changes the CH received in , it was the last year this model was produced. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Elite This article does not cite any sources.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it.
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